Abstract
Introduction
Mesh segmentation has become an important and challenging problem in computer graphics, with applications in areas as diverse as modeling [7] , metamorphosis [10, 35] , compression [13] , simplification [6] , 3D shape retrieval [36, 29] , collision detection [18] , texture mapping [17] and skeleton extraction [15, 4] .
Mesh, and more generally shape, segmentation can be interpreted either in a purely geometric sense or in a more semantics-oriented manner. In the first case, the mesh is segmented into a number of patches that are uniform with respect to some property (e.g., curvature or distance to a fitting plane), while in the latter case the segmentation is aimed at identifying parts that correspond to relevant features of the shape. Methods that can be grouped under the first category have been presented for example in [9, 26, 6, 33] , and may serve as a pre-processing for the recognition of meaningful features. Semantics-oriented approaches to shape segmentation have gained a great interest recently in the research community [5, 20, 28, 19, 34, 32, 15, 18, 16, 14, 25] , because they can support parametrization or re-meshing schemes, metamorphosis, 3D shape retrieval, skeleton extraction as well as the modeling by composition paradigm that is based on natural shape decompositions.
It is rather difficult, however, to evaluate the performance of the different methods with respect to their ability to segment shapes into meaningful parts. This is due to the fact that the majority of the methods used in computer graphics are not devised for detecting specific features within a specific context, as for example is the case of form-feature recognition in product modeling and manufacturing [3] . Also, the shape classes handled in the generic computer graphics context are a broadly varying category: from virtual humans to scanned artefacts, from highly complex free-form shapes to very smooth and feature-less objects. Moreover, it is not easy to formally define the meaningful features of complex shapes in a non-engineering context and therefore the comparison of the different methods is mainly qualitative. Finally, shape segmentation methods are usually devised to solve a specific application problem, for example retrieval or parametrization, and therefore it is not easy to compare the efficacy of different methods for the shape segmentation itself.
These are the main motivations of the proposed paper, which has four goals. First, we review some of the latest algorithms, making their strengths and weaknesses evident with respect to their performance on different shape classes. Second, we identify several axes along which a segmentation algorithm can be evaluated. Third, we wish to provide an initial benchmark that consists of models from diverse domains, and hope that future papers on mesh segmentation will take these models into account when running their experiments. Last but not least, based on the results, we discuss current challenges in mesh segmentation.
In particular, the paper provides a comparative study of five algorithms, as described below. We evaluate only algorithms whose codes are available to us, and thus it is not a comprehensive study.
Mesh decomposition using fuzzy clustering and
cuts [15] . The key idea of this algorithm is to first find the meaningful components using a clustering algorithm, while keeping the boundaries between the components fuzzy. Then, the algorithm focuses on the small fuzzy areas and finds the exact boundaries which go along the features of the object.
2. Mesh segmentation using feature point and core extraction [14] . This approach is based on three key ideas. First, Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) is used to transform the mesh vertices into a pose insensitive representation. Second, prominent feature points are extracted using the MDS representation. Third, the core component of the mesh is found. The core along with the feature points provide sufficient information for meaningful segmentation.
3.
Tailor: multi-scale mesh analysis using blowing bubbles [23] . This method provides a segmentation of a shape into clusters of vertices that have a uniform behavior from the point of view of the shape morphology, analyzed at different scales. The main idea is to analyze the shape by using a set of spheres of increasing radius, placed at the vertices of the mesh; the type and length of the sphere-mesh intersection curve are good descriptors of the shape and can be used to provide a multi-scale analysis of the surface.
4.
Plumber: mesh segmentation into tubular parts [24] . Based on the Tailor shape analysis, the Plumber method decomposes the shape into tubular features and body components and extracts, simultaneously, the skeletal axis of the features; tubular features capture the elongated parts of the shape, protrusions or wells, and are well suited for articulated objects. [1] . Based on a hierarchal face clustering algorithm, the mesh is segmented into patches that best fit a pre-defined set of primitives; in the current prototype, these primitives are planes, spheres, and cylinders. Initially each triangle represents a single cluster; at each iteration, all the pairs of adjacent clusters are considered, and the one that can be better approximated with one of the primitives forms a new single cluster. The approximation error is evaluated using the same metric for all the primitives, so that it makes sense to choose which is the most suitable primitive to approximate the set of triangles in a cluster.
Hierarchical mesh segmentation based on fitting primitives (HFP)
The set of models examined in this work are medical models, CAD models, models of human figures in various postures, models of animals, and a miscellanea class of shapes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the algorithms. Section 3 specifies several evaluation criteria that can be used when describing and analyzing segmentation algorithms. Section 4 presents the results and discusses them according to these criteria. Section 5 concludes and discusses future challenges.
Algorithms
The following discusses the methods that will be compared in Section 3
Hierarchical mesh decomposition using fuzzy clustering and cuts [15]
The algorithm proposed in [15] proceeds from coarse to fine. Each node in the hierarchy tree is associated with a mesh of a particular patch and the root is associated with the whole input object. At each node, the algorithm determines a suitable number of patches k, and computes a k-way decomposition of this node.
A key idea of the algorithm is to first find the meaningful components, while keeping the boundaries between the components fuzzy. Then, the algorithm focuses on the small fuzzy areas and finds the exact boundaries which go along the features of the object.
To find fuzzy components, the condition that every face should belong to exactly one patch is relaxed, and fuzzy membership is allowed. In essence, this is equivalent to assigning each face a probability of belonging to each patch. The algorithm consists of four stages:
1. Assigning distances to all pairs of faces in the mesh, based on their geodesic distance as well as on their "angular distances".
2.
After computing an initial decomposition, assigning each face a probability of belonging to each patch, using the distance values computed in the previous stage, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
3. Computing a fuzzy decomposition by refining the probability values using an iterative clustering scheme, as shown in Figure 1 (b).
4. Constructing the exact boundaries between the components using a minimum cut algorithm, thus transforming the fuzzy decomposition into the final one, as demonstrated in Figure 1 (c) .
Mesh segmentation using feature point and core extraction [14]
The algorithm proposed in [14] produces hierarchical segmentations, with special emphasis on producing seg- The algorithm proceeds from coarse to fine. For each node in the hierarchy tree, the algorithm consists of the following stages.
Mesh coarsening:
Mesh coarsening is applied as a pre-processing step [8] . It assists not only in accelerating the algorithm when executed on large meshes, but also in decreasing the sensitivity of the algorithm to the presence of noise.
Pose insensitive representation:
Multi-dimensional scaling is used to transform the mesh S into a canonical mesh S MDS , as shown in Figure 2 (a). Euclidean distances between points on S MDS are similar to the geodesic distances between their corresponding points on S. This property makes the representation pose insensitive, because folded organs (i.e., arms) are "straightened" up by the transformation.
Feature point detection:
A few points, the prominent feature points, are computed on S MDS , and mapped back to their corresponding points on S, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). Intuitively, points on the tips of components, such as the tail, the legs and the head of an animal, are prominent feature points. The algorithm is based on the observation that feature points can be characterized by local as well as global conditions, in terms of their geodesic distances.
Core component extraction:
The core component is extracted using a new spherical mirroring operation ( Figure 2 (c)).
Mesh segmentation:
The algorithm computes the other segments, each representing at least one feature point, as illustrated in Figure 2 (d).
6. Cut refinement: The boundaries between the segments, which were found in the previous stage, are refined. The goal is to find the boundaries that go along the "natural" seams of the mesh.
7. Mesh refinement: After the segmentation of the coarse-resolution mesh (Step 1) is computed, it is mapped to the input, fine-resolution mesh, and the cut is refined again, similarly to Step 6.
The hierarchical segmentation continues as long as the current segment S i has feature points and the ratio between the number of vertices contained in the convex hulls of both S i and S iMDS and the total number of vertices is low (typically, 0.5). These conditions prevent situations in which objects without prominent components (i.e., almost convex objects), get further segmented.
Tailor: a multi-scale shape analysis using blowing bubbles [23]
The method proposed in [23] tries to merge global and local descriptors of shape features by using the paradigm of blowing bubbles. Given a 3D mesh M and a set of radii R i , i = 1, . . . , n let S i = S(p, R i ) be the sphere of radius R i and center p, and γ i the boundary of the region of M containing p delimited by the intersection curves between the mesh and S i . The study of the evolution of γ i as function of R i forms the core of the Tailor approach. The first morphological characterization of the surface in a 3D neighborhood of a vertex p at scale R i is given by the number of connected components of γ i . We consider the following cases:
• 1 component: the surface around p can be considered topologically equivalent to a disc (see Figure 3 (a)),
• 2 components: the surface around p is tubular-shaped (see Figure 3 (b)),
• n ≥ 3 components: in a neighborhood of p a branching of the surface occurs (see Figure 3 (c)).
(a) (b) (c) the shape in a 3D neighborhood of each vertex. For example, for a thin limb, that intersection will start simply connected and will rapidly split into two components. For a point on the tip of a limb, that intersection will usually simply remain connected, but the ratio of its length to the radius of the bubble will be decreasing. For a point on a blend, that ratio will exceed 2π.
More precisely, if γ has only one connected component, then the curvature of the surface around v at scale R is approximated by the non-negative ratio G r (v) := l γ /r [11] , where l γ is the length of γ. Furthermore, v is classified as
where α is a given threshold.
Let us now suppose that γ has two connected components, and in this case the vertices are labeled as limb. The vertex v at scale R is classified as cylindrical when the ratio between the maximal and minimal length of γ 1 and γ 2 does not exceed a given threshold , that is l γ1 ≤ l γ2 ; otherwise, it is labeled as conical. If γ has 3 or more connected components, v is a branching and we do not consider other geometric descriptors.
The set of radii is automatically set by uniformly sampling the interval between the minimum edge length and the diagonal of the bounding box of M. These parameters, as well as those ones used for the classification of the vertices (i.e., α := 2π, := 2), can be selected by the user if an apriori information on the input shape is available or if he/she is searching for some specific configurations (e.g., vertices whose sharpest angle is less than a given value). The choice of α and can obviously take into account a specific application context, as for example specified in [22] .
After this labeling step, a number of other properties are evaluated in order to refine the classification into specific features types, such as sharp protrusions or wells, mounts or dips, blends or branching parts, as summarized in Table  1 . The main issue in this case is to distinguish properly if the point is on a feature which is on a convex or concave area of the shape, based on the orientation of the surface. Small radii can be used to determine detail features, while bigger ones are used to analyze the global characteristics of the surface. From these considerations, it follows that the choice of R i is related to the scale of the features which have to be extracted. The use of a set of increasing radii is suitable for performing a multi-scale analysis of the shape over neighborhoods of variable size, by taking into account also the morphology of the shape in that neighborhood (see Figure 4 ).
Plumber: shape segmentation into tubular parts [24]
Plumber specializes the Tailor approach to the segmentation of a shape into generic body components and tubular features. At the first step, seed vertices are located and clustered to form candidate seed regions which are then used to compute the first reliable tube section, called the medial loop. This loop is ensured to be around each candidate tube and works as a generator of the tubular feature. Then, the medial loop is moved in both directions on the shape, by us- ing spheres placed not on the surface but at the barycenter of the medial loop iteratively and until the tube is completely swept, according to some stopping criteria. The tube detection works in a multi-scale setting, starting with the extraction of small tubes first.
Assuming that the shape is represented by a triangle mesh M and that we are using a set of levels of detail {R i } i , the steps of the segmentation are the following. For each vertex v ∈ M and scale R i , we first apply the Tailor analysis and consider all vertices that are labeled as limb, that is, vertices where the intersection curve γ i has two connected components (see the previous section). The vertex classification is used for the identification, at each scale, of the seed limb-regions, which are defined as the maximal edge-connected regions of limb-vertices with respect to a depth-first search (see Figure 5(a-c) ). These regions have the shape of generalized cones or cylinders. Then, we compute the medial loop of each seed limb-region; a medial loop represents the generator of the feature and is used for its expansion until some stop criteria are satisfied. Once all the tubular features at a given scale are identified, the process is iterated on M by considering the next level of detail. In Figure 5 (d), the medial loop is the boundary of the dark region, while the growing phase is shown in 5(e).
The radius, or scale, of the sphere influences two steps of the tube recognition process: once for the morphological analysis, to locate the limb vertices and candidate tube regions, and once for the tube growing phase. The stop condition of the tube sweeping phase is decided by a threshold on the variation of the intersection length, by the ending of the tubular feature itself, or by the splitting of the tube at a branching site. If the tubular feature ends, the tube is called cap and it will have only one boundary, as it is shaped as a generalized cone. The extraction of tubes adopts a fine-to coarse strategy, marking triangles as visited while the tube grows so that they are not taken into account at the following steps. At the end of the whole process, tubes are labeled with respect to the scale at which they were found. The connected components of the shape which are not classified as tubular features define the body parts of the input surface.
The described segmentation method is robust to noise, to uneven vertex distributions, and to irregular connectivity.
Hierarchical Segmentation based on Fitting Primitives (HFP) [1]
In [1] , a hierarchical segmentation algorithm for triangle meshes that is based on fitting primitives belonging to an arbitrary set, is described.
The algorithm has the same structure of the hierarchical face clustering proposed in [9] , in which only fitting planes are searched, but it has been designed to provide more flexibility, and can incorporate support for several fitting primitives [31, 30] and error metrics. This method is completely automatic and generates a binary tree of clusters, each of which fitted by one of the primitives employed.
Initially, each triangle represents a single cluster; at every iteration, all the pairs of adjacent clusters are considered, and the one that can be better approximated by one of the primitives forms a new single cluster. The approximation error is evaluated using the same metric for all the primitives, so that it makes sense to choose which is the most suitable primitive to approximate the set of triangles in a cluster. Based on this framework, a prototype system has been implemented which uses planes, spheres and cylinders fitted using a standard L 2 metric. Such a system proved to be extremely efficient and robust to noise. If the model is known to be made of a well defined set of primitives, as typical, for example, for mechanical objects, the algorithm may accept a plug-in for each of them in which the computation of both the fitting parameters and the error are implemented. Moreover, being a greedy method, the level of accuracy is somehow reflected by the cluster hierarchy which, once computed, may be interactively navigated by the user through a slider which sets the desired number of clusters or a threshold error, as shown in Figure 6 . 
Evaluation Criteria
There are various ways to evaluate the quality of a segmentation. We hereby define several possible criteria along which segmentation algorithms can be evaluated.
Type of segmentation:
It is common [27] to divide segmentation algorithms into algorithms that segment into meaningful components (i.e., following the minima rule [12] ) and those that segment into disk-like components, or more generally, into purely geometric shapes.
Extracting the "correct" segments:
Defining the "correct" components of a given model is impossible. For instance, which of the segmentations in Figure 8 is the correct one? The right segmentation depends both on the application and on the viewer's perspective and knowledge of the world (i.e., the hat of the model of Santa in Figure 8 ). Judging the "correctness" of the segments can be only done by looking at the images themselves.
3. Boundaries: Defining the "correctness" of the boundaries between segments is also infeasible. For instance, in the figure of the Color Plate, should the neck belong to the segment of the head or to the segment of the body?
However, given a set of segments as produced by a segmentation algorithm, desirable geometric properties of the boundaries can be defined. Such properties can include the smoothness of the boundary, the length of the boundary, and its location along concave features.
Hierarchical / multi-scale segmentation:
It is rarely the case that a single segmentation of a model would exactly fit the segmentation the user "has in mind". Therefore, most segmentation algorithms are either hierarchical or multi-scaled.
Sensitivity to pose:
For some applications, such as skeleton extraction, metamorphosis and retrieval, it is important that models of similar objects in different poses, will be segmented compatibly. The figure of the Color Plate demonstrates this situation.
Sensitivity to noise and tesselation:
Mesh coarsening is applied as a pre-processing step [8] and it reduces the sensitivity of the algorithm to the presence of noise. The Plumber segmentation method is robust to noise and independent of the vertex sampling and connectivity regularity. In fact, the computation of the intersection curves among M and the selected set of spheres uses the connectivity structure only for the computation of γ, while the classification of a vertex p as belonging to a tube at scale r (i.e., p−c 2 ≤ r, with c center of the current sphere) relies only on the set of vertices (ref. Figure 3 in [22] ). As described in [2] , the hierarchical clustering may be actually used to remove the noise by snapping the vertex positions onto the corresponding fitting primitive(s). Also, the algorithm proved to be robust to uneven sampling (ref. Figure 9 in [2] ).
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Asymptotic complexity:
It is common to mention the running times of algorithms on various models. Even though the running time is an important factor, it depends on the implementation and on the exact platform the algorithm is running on, which makes it difficult to compare. We therefore discuss here the asymptotic complexity, which gives an indication of the worst-case running time.
Control parameters:
The number and type of control parameters gives some indication as to the interaction needed to produce high-quality segmentations.
Results
Figures 7-8 show some results. In particular, Figure 7 shows segmentations of medical data -an inner part of the ear and a heart. Figure 9 shows segmentations of CAD data. Figure 10 illustrates segmentations of a variety of animals. The figure of the Color Plate demonstrates the segmentations of human figures in various poses. Finally, Figure 8 shows the result of the segmentation on a number of miscellanea models. If one of the algorithms does not produce results on a specific example, we do not insert any picture.
For each of the models, the results are displayed side by side, so that the reader can evaluate directly the qualitative performance of the method with respect to a specific application. Hereafter, the results are compared along the axes proposed in Section 3.
1. Type of segmentation: As best illustrated in Figure 9 , two of the algorithms ( [15, 14] ) are designed to accommodate the minima rule, while the other algorithms ( [23, 24, 1] ) are designed to accommodate with certain geometric properties. CAD applications might find the latter category more appropriate, while applications that use "natural" data (i.e., articulated object applications such as skeleton extraction) might find the former class more appropriate.
Extracting the "correct" segments:
For CAD models, the segmentation of the surface into patches of simple geometry is usually considered a pre-processing for the more complex recognition of form-features; in this context it is possible, or easier, to define precise geometric and morphological rules to detect certain configurations, even if the problem is not fully solved [3] . Methods like Plumber are also based on an a-priori knowledge about the features we want to extract, that are in this case defined as generalized sweep-like features. Plumber, indeed, performs better on features with elongation axis larger than section axis: in the tiger model, for instance, only the tail is recognized correctly as a tubular feature while the body (see Figure 10) is not identified as a tubular feature because its section is almost equivalent to its length. The inner ear (see Figure 7) is well segmented and the sections of the tube follow the sweep direction of the feature.
For articulated objects that are used in applications such as skeleton extraction, metamorphosis and retrieval, it is expected that the meshes be segmented at their joints. In this case, deep concavities as well as the size of the components, indicate the locations of segment boundaries. See Figures 10-8.
3.
Boundaries: As discussed in [15] , a segmentation can be partitioned into two sub-problems: the extraction of the segments (see the previous item) and the smooth refinement of the cuts. There are, however, methods, such as Plumber that guarantee by definition a smooth boundary. the boundaries can be added. This was done, for instance in [15] and [14] , where a minimum cut algorithm was applied to the initial segmentation.
It is important to mention, however, that not all applications require smooth boundaries.
Hierarchical / multi-scale segmentation:
Among the algorithms studied in this paper, [15] , [14] and [1] produce hierarchical segmentations (i.e., a refined segmentation is a sub-segmentation of a coarse one), while [23] and [24] produce multi-scale segmentations.
Multi-scale segmentations can be exploited to get a global segmentation. For example, the segmentation into patches of uniform behavior provided by Tailor highlights well detail-features rather than bigger shape components, but the persistence of the labeling across different scales give less sparse clusters [23] .
Hierarchical segmentations are important when consistency across the refined levels is required. This would be the case for graphics applications that use articulated objects. Examples of full hierarchical segmentations can be found in the papers describing the algorithms ( [15, 14, 1] ).
Sensitivity to pose:
In the figure of the Color Plate, three similar models -a human model running, sitting and walking -were segmented. It can be seen that some of the algorithms are more sensitive to pose, mainly due to the role that curvatures play in the segmentation, while others are less sensitive.
In [14] it is proposed that the model be transformed into a pose-insensitive representation (using MDS), in order to avoid sensitivity to pose. This method can be applied as a pre-processing stage in other segmentation algorithms.
Asymptotic complexity:
The overall complexity of [15] is O(V 2 log V + IV 2 ) where V is the number of vertices and I is the number of iterations in the K−means algorithm. In the actual implementation, I is bounded by a constant. The complexity is dominated by distances computation that uses Dijkstra's algorithm. worst case, where f is the number of mesh faces. The worst case, however, would imply a completely unbalanced binary tree. In practical situations the tree is mostly balanced, thus the average case complexity becomes O(f log f ), as reflected by the computing time observed during experimentation. Once the hierarchy is computed, it can be browsed at interactive speed through a user-controlled slider (see Figure 6 ). In particular, the selection of a specific level of the hierarchy (i.e., a segmentation with a user-defined number of clusters) can be performed once the hierarchy is computed at interactive speed for meshes made of up to 100k faces on a standard PC.
In Tailor [23] , characterizing a vertex requires the analysis of a spherical neighborhood. In the worst case, the number of vertices within such a neighborhood is O(V ), thus characterizing all the vertices may cost up to O(V 2 ) operations. In most practical situations, however, the size of interesting neighborhoods is much smaller than the size of the mesh, and thus the algorithm can produce results within less than a minute for V < 20000 on a standard PC. In Plumber [24] , the complexity is dominated by the Tailor characterization, and the same considerations hold.
Control parameters:
In [15] , three parameters are determined by the user: the first parameter controls the importance of the geodesic distance vs. the angular distance, the second parameter controls the size of the search region for the minimum cut algorithm, and the third parameter controls the depth of the hierarchy, if needed.
In [14] , there are two parameters that concern the size of the search region for the minimum cut algorithmone for the coarse model and the other for the refined model. There are two other parameters that the user can set, though we have not set them in the presented segmentations -the size of the coarse model and the importance of geodesic distance vs. the angular distance.
In [1] , the computation of the cluster hierarchy is fully automatic. Once it is computed, the user may select a specific clustering level out of the hierarchy in three ways: by manually browsing the tree through an interactive slider, by specifying an exact number of clusters, or by specifying the maximum approximation error allowed.
In Tailor [23] and Plumber [24] , the user is required to specify the radii representing the scales at which the characterization is performed. Also, in Plumber an additional parameter may be specified to change the default stopping condition for the tube generation phase; specifically, by default a tube terminates if the ratio between the length of two consecutive sections exceeds two. Increasing such a default value would make more conical features to be identified as tubes, while decreasing it would make Plumber identify only proper cylinders.
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Discussion
This paper has reviewed five of the latest algorithms on mesh segmentation. These algorithms were executed on a common dataset that contains a variety of models ranging from medical data to CAD data to various human and animal models. The resulting segmentations were presented side by side.
Several criteria for evaluating segmentation have been suggested. They include the extraction of correct segments, the boundaries between segments, the type of multi-scale segmentation, the sensitivity to pose and the asymptotic complexity. Based on the experimental results, the algorithms were compared along these axes. We hope that future research works on mesh segmentation will incorporate a discussion of these properties while analyzing their algorithms. Moreover, some of the models used here can serve as an initial benchmark that consists of models from diverse domains. Hopefully, this benchmark will keep growing.
It is evident from the results presented in this paper that there is no perfect segmentation algorithm. Each algorithm has benefits and drawbacks. The search for better algorithms will undoubtedly continue.
The hidden goal of segmentation algorithms is the attempt to imitate human visual perception. Since segmentation can neither be formalized nor measured mathematically, an empirical basis for research should be provided. This can be done by collecting hand-segmentations representing the ground-truth of various models, and comparing each algorithm's results to it, similarly to the way proposed in computer vision [21] .
Another major challenge for the future is the ability to base segmentation on semantics. The algorithms today produce segmentations that are semantically reasonable, yet they are not aimed at recognizing a specific part and its role (i.e., a leg).
One way to to tackle this difficult problem is to examine the behavior of existing and future segmentation methods within particular, context-specific applications. Some work has been done for Plumber in the context of human body models [22] , but several other applications contexts are worth to be considered in the future (biomedical data, CAD data, 4-legged animals, to name a few). 
